Letter 488
Hell Hath Frozen Over At Last
2016-06-28

Dear Dan,

In Letter 448 Volume 6 I write about seeing the House of Poison by visions, and confirming that there were indeed cooling coils filled with liquid helium placed up against the exterior walls of the house, in order to provide cooling so that the occupants trapped inside the House don't overheat.

In the weeks that followed Letter 448, I would visit in the spirit from time to time the grounds surrounding the House. And with each visit I would see a covering of frost on the cooling elements. I could also see with each visit that the frost was starting to creep up and over the roofline of the House, so that it started to look like it had snowed.

After about a half dozen visits, the frost had accumulated around the exterior walls into sheets of frost-ice, the kind that would build up inside the freezer of an older refrigerator if one failed to defrost it from time to time.

After that I stopped going there, knowing that the cooling equipment was being service by competent Kingdom Technicians. I really wasn’t going there to “check up” on the Techs, but rather just to remind myself that this actually happened.

So the punch-line of this memo is that, yes:

A PART OF HELL HAS ACTUALLY FROZEN OVER.

Again, this is a first, since it has never happened before.

Hmmm. It's going to be a really interesting “New Day”, when it fully arrives.

Blessings...

R. C. Theophilus